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Abstract

A deletion involving chromosome 3p (14-23) characteristically
occurs in small cell lung cancer (SCLC). Reduction to homozy-
gosity, rather than complete loss, is typically observed for
genes in the deleted region. Lack of expression for genes en-
coded by this region, implying inactivation of all alleles, has
not been previously described. Wehave examined the expres-
sion of aminoacylase-1 (ACY-1), encoded by chromosome
3p21, using both an electrophoretic activity assay and a mono-
clonal antibody-based ELISA. A variety of human tissues,
including lung, brain, liver, kidney, heart, adrenal medulla, and
erythrocytes have previously been tested for ACY-1 activity
and antigen; all but erythrocytes are positive. Thus, ACY-1 is
expressed in all nucleated human cells examined to date.
ACY-1 was undetectable in a significant number of SCLCcell
lines (4/29) and tumors (1/8), but not in non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) cell lines (0/19) or tumors (0/9), nor in a
variety of other human cell lines (0/15) or colon tumors (0/8).
In addition, reduced (- 10%of normal) ACY-1 expression was
common in SCLCcell lines (14/29) and tumors (3/8), but not
in NSCLCcell lines (1/19) or tumors (0/9), nor in other
human cell lines (0/15) or colon tumors (0/8). Thus, low or
undetectable ACY-1 expression is highly specific for SCLC
and occurs in both cell lines and tumor tissue. The finding of
undetectable ACY-1 expression in SCLC supports the hy-
pothesis that inactivation of all alleles of specific chromosome
3p genes occurs in SCLC in a fashion analogous to Rb gene
inactivation in retinoblastoma, and suggests that the structural
gene for ACY-1 may be closely linked to a putative SCLC
tumor suppressor gene.

Introduction

Based on clinical and epidemiologic observations, Knudsen,
and subsequently Comings, hypothesized that in the develop-
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ment of specific neoplasms certain genes are inactivated (1, 2).
In inherited forms of specific neoplasms this inactivation is
due to a defective germ line allele with a somatic mutation
affecting the remaining normal gene. In sporadic forms of
these tumors two somatic mutations are hypothesized to have
occurred. Cytogenetic observations of tumor-specific dele-
tions, typically visibly affecting only one copy of a chromo-
some, have provided suggestive evidence for the location of
such genes, termed tumor suppressor genes (3). In retinoblas-
toma, associated with a deletion of chromosome 13q14, fur-
ther delineation of the tumor suppressor locus was provided by
the discovery that the gene encoding the enzyme esterase D is
tightly linked to the Rb gene (4). The Rb gene has now been
isolated and found to display abnormalities of expression at
the mRNAand protein levels in retinoblastoma cell lines and
tumors (5-8). Recently, frequent inactivation of the Rb gene
has been described in both small cell lung cancer (SCLC)' and
breast cancer (9-1 1).

SCLC displays a characteristic loss of genetic material,
usually in the form of a deletion, involving the short arm of
chromosome 3, detected both cytogenetically and by the mo-
lecular demonstration of loss of alleles (12-15). The dimen-
sions of the deletion are variable, but the region 3p2 1 appears
to be universally involved, as DNAprobes for the 3p2 1 locus
DNF 15S2 are reduced to homozygosity in all cases of un-
equivocal SCLCreported to date (13-15). However, complete
inactivation of a chromosome 3p21 gene in SCLC has not
previously been reported.

Aminoacylase- 1 (ACY- 1; N-acylaminoacid aminohydro-
lase, EC 3.4.1.14) is a cytosolic enzyme widely distributed in
mammalian tissues that catalyzes the hydrolysis of acylated
amino acids into amino acids and acyl groups. The role of the
enzyme in cellular physiology is unknown, but it has been
postulated to function in the catabolism of amino-terminally
acylated proteins (16). Because ACY-1 has been assigned to
chromosome 3p21 (17, 18), we examined its expression in
SCLC. ACY- 1 is frequently not detectable in SCLC, but has
been detectable in all other neoplasms and normal tissues
(with the exception of erythrocytes) examined to date. Thus,
ACY- 1 inactivation is highly specific for SCLC. These findings
support the dual inactivation of chromosome 3p21 genes in
SCLC, suggest that the ACY- 1 and SCLC tumor suppressor
genes are closely linked, and may aid in the isolation of an
SCLCtumor suppressor gene.

1. Abbreviations used in this paper: ACY-1, aminoacylase-l; LDH,
lactate dehydrogenase; NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; SCLC,
small cell lung cancer.
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Methods

Cell lines, culture, and preparation of samples. SCLC, non-small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC), and other human cell lines were established and
propagated as described (19).

Cell lines were harvested, washed twice in PBS (pH 7.4), resus-
pended in a volume of distilled water approximately equal to that of
the cell pellet, and freeze-thawed three times. After centrifugation for 5
min in a high speed microfuge (model 5412; Eppendorf, Hamburg,
West Germany) supernatants were removed and protein was deter-
mined and then frozen at -70°C (20).

Tumor samples were obtained at autopsy or surgery, dissected free
of obviously normal tissue, and stored at -70°C. Contaminating nor-
mal tissue was not formally quantitated, nor was such tissue micro-
scopically removed. Before assay tumor samples were minced finely,
suspended in an equal volume of distilled water, homogenized in a
Dounce tissue grinder (Wheaton Scientific, Millville, NJ), and pre-
pared as cell lines were. A crude preparation of human ACY-1 was
purified from kidney as described (21).

Enzyme activity assays. The electrophoretic ACY-1 assay de-
scribed by Quavi and Kit was performed (22). Initially, 5 Mg sample
protein was applied per lane to a cellulose acetate gel before electropho-
resis. Samples that failed to produce a distinct precipitate with 5 yg
protein were repeated with 50 ,g protein. ACY-1 activity was semi-
quantitatively graded as follows: positive, a distinct precipitate with 5
Ag protein; reduced, no precipitate with 5Mgg protein but visible precipi-
tate with 50Mgg protein; undetectable, no precipitate with 50 ,g protein.
Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) isozymes were performed as described,
with 5 ug protein loaded per lane (23).

ACY-1 ELISA. A previously described sandwich-type immunoas-
say using the anti-ACY-l MAb3D12 as capture antibody and rabbit
anti-ACY-l serum to detect immunoimmobilized ACY-1 was used
for the measurement of ACY- 1 antigen (21). Standard curves were
constructed using varying dilutions of a partially purified ACY- I prep-
aration (0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 Mg/well). Unknown samples
were initially assayed at concentrations of 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 5.0
Mg/well. If these failed to yield ODs that decreased in near linear fash-
ion with increasing dilution, higher concentrations of 1.0, 5.0, 10, 20,
and 40 Mg/well were tested (Fig. 1). The slope of linear portions of
unknown sample determinations was normalized to linear portions of
the standard curve, with results expressed as nanograms standard/mi-
crogram sample.

Results

Enzyme activity of cell lines and tumor samples. 29 SCLCcell
lines were assayed for ACY- 1 activity: 11 were positive, 13
reduced, and 5 undetectable (Table I). 34 human cell lines
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Figure 1. ACY- I ELISA. Results of ACY- I immunoassay for three
SCLCcell lines, NCI H209 (.), NCI H417 (o), and NCI H1092 (A).
Bars represent SD. For each sample, assay has a range in which OD
is linear with protein.

representing malignancies of various other histologic types
were tested: 33 were positive, 1 reduced, and 0 undetectable.
The differences in ACY-1 activity were significant when ana-
lyzed by Fisher's exact test, either compared in terms of unde-
tectable (P < 0.02) or reduced plus undetectable (P < 0.001).
SCLC cell lines have been divided into classic and variant
subtypes based on the loss of neuroendocrine markers (24). All
five SCLC cell lines with undetectable ACY- 1 activity are of
the classic subtype.

Because tumors can undergo additional phenotypic alter-
ations after being established in culture as cell lines, we exam-
ined ACY-l activity in tissue from eight SCLC tumors ob-
tained either at autopsy or surgery, and in tissue from nine
NSCLCand eight colon carcinomas obtained at surgery. Four
SCLCtumors were positive, three reduced, and one undetect-
able; in none of the other tumors was ACY- 1 reduced or unde-
tectable (P < 0.01, Fisher's exact test). The SCLCtumor that
was ACY- 1 negative was a subcutaneous metastasis that was
surgically removed, immediately frozen at -70'C, then as-
sayed for ACY-l activity within 1 wk, making ACY- 1 degrada-
tion very unlikely in that particular sample (Fig. 2).

ACY-l activity was stable in samples frozen for at least 6
moand was not notably affected by freeze-thawing up to five
times after initial preparation. However, to control for possible
degradation of enzyme activity, all samples in which ACY- 1
was undetectable or reduced were assayed for LDH isozymes
encoded by nonlinked chromosomal loci by a similar semi-
quantitative electrophoretic assay. No diminution in LDHac-
tivity was observed (Figs. 2 and 3). To determine whether a
soluble inhibitor might be responsible for the decreased
ACY-I activities seen in SCLC samples, equal amounts of
ACY- 1 negative and positive samples were mixed and assayed.
No reduction in activity was apparent.

ACY-J ELISA. ACY- 1 antigen was quantitated by ELISA
in all 29 SCLCand in 24 other human cell lines (Table I). The
quantitative ELISA results correlate well with the semiquanti-
tative activity assay (Spearman's rank correlation, r, = 0.794;
P < 0.001) as would be expected if both are measuring the
same enzyme. Three SCLCsamples were negative by ELISA
but had a small level of ACY-I activity; one sample had no
detectable activity but displayed small levels of ACY- 1 anti-
gen. Four SCLC cell lines (National Cancer Institute (NCI)
H187, NCI H711, NCI H1008, and NCI H1092) lacked
ACY- I by both antigen and activity assays. ACY- I content of
SCLCcell lines was significantly less than that of NSCLC(P
< 0.001) and other (P < 0.01) cell lines (Wilcoxon rank sum
test).

Antigen was also quantitated in all tumor tissue samples
(Fig. 4). The SCLC tumor sample that lacked detectable
ACY- 1 antigen also lacked detectable ACY-l activity. ACY-l
content of SCLC tumor Famples was significantly less than
that of NSCLC(P < 0.02) and colon (P < -0.001) tumors (Wil-
coxon rank sum test).

Discussion

The deletion of chromosome 3p (14-23) characteristic for
SCLC has been confirmed on a cytogenetic and molecular
basis by several groups (12-15). Cytogenetic analysis typically
reveals at least one normal copy of chromosome 3 in SCLC
isolates (12). Furthermore, molecular analyses have revealed
that at least one copy of all genes examined to date encoded by
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Table I. ACY-I Expression in Cell Lines

SCLC Activity ELISA NSCLC Activity ELISA

ng standard! gg sample

23.7
4.9

13.7
5.2
8.1
3.5

22.7
8.7

118.7
6.8
2.4
0
0
3.7
3.7
0
0.25
0.8
0
0
0.2
0.7
2.7
2.9
1.2
0
0
0
0

H28
H522
H358
H290
H441
H513
H727
H1155
H762
H226
H520
H596
H647
H661
H1264
H157
H125
A549
H640

Other

H548 (colon)
HI 01 1 (neuroepithelioma)
MKL-1 (Merkel cell)
BL-1 (lymphoblastoid)
BL-2 (lymphoblastoid)
BL-5 (lymphoblastoid)
FAMC-180 (melanoma)
HeLa (cervix)
Hep G2 (hepatoma)
HT 1080 (hepatic fibrosarcoma)
U-937 (leukemia, monocytic)
HL 60 (leukemia, monocytic)
CEM(leukemia, T cell)
K562 (erythroleukemia)
Daudi (lymphoma, B cell)

Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Reduced

Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive

ng standard/g sample

88.7
9.7

28.7
37.7
25.7
30.5

163.7
6.2
8.7

14.5
4.7

36.7
9.3
9.3

81.7
51.7

3.8
ND

0.7

83.7
6.3
3.2

21.5
127.7

15.2
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

chromosome 3p is present in SCLC(13-15). Dual inactivation
of genes encoded by chromosome 3p, analogous to the inacti-
vation of the Rb gene in retinoblastoma, has not been demon-
strated. Here we report that ACY- 1, encoded by chromosome
3p2 1, is frequently not detectable in SCLCsamples either as an

activity or an antigen. Because ACY- I inactivation is not uni-

Figure 2. Enzyme activ-
ity assays for SCLC
tumor and human kid-
ney. Numbers represent
micrograms of protein

pF,J7 loaded per lane. Left,
lo ACY- Iactivity of a

50 25 10 5 50 25 10 5 S5

KIDNEY SCLC SCLC human kidney obtained
ACY-1 ACY-1 LDH at autopsy; middle,

ACY-1 activity of the
SCLCtumor; right, LDHactivity of the SCLCtumor. ACY-1 activ-
ity is not detectable in the tumor, although LDH is still expressed.
Kidney is a positive control, demonstrating function of ACY-1 assay.

versal in SCLC, it is unlikely to be an SCLCtumor suppressor
gene. However, the locus of ACY- 1 on chromosome 3p2 1 and
the specificity of ACY-l inactivation for SCLCsuggests that
ACY- 1 may be closely linked to an SCLC tumor suppressor
gene.

ACY-l inactivation in SCLCis somewhat similar to ester-
ase D inactivation in retinoblastoma (4). Because ACY-l does
not exhibit polymorphism, as does esterase D, loss of a single
allele cannot be convincingly demonstrated, although it proba-
bly occurs. However, completely undetectable ACY- I expres-
sion may point to a process of gene inactivation, either muta-
tional or by DNAmodification, affecting all copies of chro-
mosome 3 in SCLC. Such a complete loss of expression has
not been documented to involve esterase Din retinoblastoma,
although complete inactivation of the closely linked
(- 350,000 bp) Rb gene does occur (25).

The two independent ACY- I assays performed both detect
ACY- 1 in all other human cell lines and tumor samples tested.
Previously, we have reported ACY- 1 expression in human
lung, brain, heart, adrenal medulla, kidney, and liver, but not
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H209
H841
H82
H417
H446
H182
H211
H378
H5 10
H889
H60
H345
H740
H862
H774
H792
H128
H69
H1062
H847
H1086
H146
H1184
H962
H930
H711
H187
H1092
H1008

Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Undetectable
Undetectable
Undetectable
Undetectable
Undetectable
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Figure 3. ACY-I and LDHactivities of cell lines, demonstrating se-
lective absence of ACY- I activity in certain SCLClines. Full desig-
nation of cell lines includes the prefix NCI H. Similar results ob-
tained with SCLClines NCI H 1008 and NCI H 1092 are not in-
cluded in figure.

in human erythrocytes (21). Other investigators have reported
similar expression in rodent tissues (26, 27). Thus, ACY-I is
expressed in all tissues containing nucleated cells tested to
date. Lack of expression of ACY-l is therefore highly specific
for, but not universal in, SCLC. It is, of course, possible that
the SCLCsamples in which ACY-I is undetectable actually do
express very low amounts of the enzyme. To examine the
possibility that lack of expression might be due to a tendency
for SCLCsamples to autolyse, LDHisozymes have been tested

in all ACY-I negative samples. All express LDH. Selective
degradation of ACY-1 in SCLCsamples is unlikely, as ACY- I
is an intrinsically stable enzyme, resistant to heating to 70'C
and stable after several days of refrigeration (16, 28).

The majority of the SCLC samples we have tested have
been prepared from SCLCcell lines. 4 of 29 such samples have
undetectable ACY-l by both activity and ELISA. One advan-
tage of using cell lines is that there is no contamination by
normal tissue. A potential problem, however, is that cell lines
may undergo additional genetic changes as they are passaged
in vitro. Webelieve that this is an unlikely explanation for loss
of ACY-I expression for two reasons: first, ACY-I loss is not
preferentially seen in cell lines established in the more distant
past, and second, ACY-l loss is not observed in any human
cell lines other than SCLC. Because of these concerns, how-
ever, we have tested a number of SCLC tumors for ACY-I
expression. Unfortunately, quantitation of contamination by
normal tissue is not available on these specimens. Three of
eight SCLC tumors have reduced ACY-l activity; approxi-
mately '/Ao that observed in the NSCLCand colon tumors. This
could represent either low ACY-l activity in the tumor or no
ACY-I activity in tumor with residual activity being supplied
by contaminating normal tissue. One SCLCtumor had unde-
tectable ACY-I activity and antigen. Thus, although the data
are limited, these results demonstrate ACY-l inactivation in at
least one SCLCtumor, as well as cell lines.

Weare currently able to investigate ACY- 1 expression on
an activity and antigenic basis only. Proof that ACY-I inacti-
vation is a mutational event will require the isolation of cDNA
probes and the demonstration of deletions, rearrangements, or
other mutations involving the ACY- I gene. Expression of an
abnormal size mRNAwould also support a mutational basis
for ACY- I inactivation.

Low but detectable levels of ACY-I expression also occur
frequently in SCLCsamples. Wehave isolated putative clonal
cell lines from SCLCcultures expressing low ACY-l and as-
sayed their ACY- I expression (data not shown). Although the
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number of clones examined is small, there has, to date, been
no evidence for a mixed population of ACY-I positive and
negative cells in the original lines. Many mechanisms could
account for low ACY- 1 expression in SCLC lines, including
DNAmodification or mutations involving promoter or en-
hancer regions.

The region deleted in SCLC is very large, - 1-2% of the
haploid human genome. Presumably, complete loss of all
genes within such an extensive region would be lethal. By
analogy to retinoblastoma, one or more tumor suppressor
genes within this region may be completely inactivated. Our
findings regarding ACY-1 expression are consistent with this
dual inactivation hypothesis and may provide a valuable clue
as to the locus of an SCLC tumor suppressor gene linked to
ACY- 1. Furthermore, if a significant proportion of SCLC
tumors do not express ACY-1, this biochemical defect might
allow the development of chemotherapeutic agents with selec-
tive toxicity for those tumors.
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